
,r,emnarked. with .,~egazd- to. thiq an$ .,other. experi- 
jments :7, ' 

, , " Indulging,in, a' ' scientific use  of imagination ' a i d  
pushihg  tJe hypothesis of the electronic constitution 
of matter  to .Wh,at;T consider its logical limit, we may 
;be, ,in fact, witnessing a spontaneous dissociation of 
radium -and we begin to doubt the permanent 
at+bility of,fnstter.  The chemical atom may be acty- 
'ally suifering a catabolic transformation, but  at so 
slow a rate that;.supposing a milliorn atoms fly.'& 
every second; it, would take a century for its weight to 
diminish by one milligramme. Our views to-day 'of 
the constitution of, matter may appear satisfactory to 
us, but how. will it' be at  the clpse of the 20th centurx? 
Are we not incessantly learning the lesson that opr 
researches have only a provisional value ? A  hundred 
years hence shall we acquiesce in  the resolution of the 
,material, utliverse into a swarm of rushing electrons ? 
This fatal quality of atomic dissociation appears to   be  
universa1,'and operates whenever we  bruv11.a 'piece gf 
glass with  silk ; it works in the sunshine and rain- 
drops, and in the lightnings and flame ;, it prevaixh h 
the waterfall and the stormy sea. And althou$h $he 
whole range of human experie'nce is all too short t o  
affosd a parallax whereby the date of the extinction of 
matter can be  eilculated,  'protyle,' the 'formless 
mist,'. once agziin: may reign supreme and the hour- 
hand of kternity will have completed one revolution.',' 

THE  ART OF COOKING FOR- INVALIDS-.IN 
' I *THE  HOME AND HOSPITAL. . 
One of the features. of the present day is  the am.bunb 

of attention paid to  the domestic arts, to the  better 
ordering of households, and to  'the small refinements 
and daintinesses which mark the difference between 
a household where personal supervision, based 
on personal knowledge, is exercised, and, lone 
which .drift& along un the paid service which, even 
when the  best is employed, leaves gomething to: bb 
desired. In short, the modern woman, keenly  in- 
terested in all that goes on around her in  the world tlt 

:large, and knowing thdt efficiency.is required of her  in 
work of all kinds, has learnt  that it is also the  bwis of 
comfort in  her own  home. Consequently the domestic 

. wbhan, who has dast eyes askance at  her more pro- 
gressive sister, finds herself outstripped even in her 
own special domain and is learning'with surprise that 
her feckless, unmethodical, incompetent t ays  make'& 
poor show in  the home beside the  results< of 
the ' well~ordmd method displayed in the house- 
hold of the woman she hawcontemptuously regardea 
as a '' blue stocking." The domestic woman, in 
short, has received a severe shock, and is zuh- 

'bing her eyes in wonderment with a keener appre? 
ciation of the all-round woman. So as %he 'press 
reflects the  temper of the hour, quite a little crop OF 
books bearing on domestic details have found their 
way recently t o  our editorial table. kmonqst them 
three  by Miss  Florence B. Jack, .on the ' bblof 
Cooking for Invalids," ('Brealdast  and Savoury 
Dishes," and (' Hot Puddings, S O U ~ ~ ~ S ,  and Fritters,'! 
They' are'pyblished by Messrs. T. (3, and .E. C. J;qcli; 

.of .34, Henrietta  Street, W.U., and  the Causawicy, 
,Edinburgh, and,,should be acceptable to  the  ,thrifty 
housewife who4. knows the., pleasure of. trying nRw 
recipes. . , I '.. . I .  , i 
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